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Abstract: Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) has 

evolved from the Industrial Control Systems (ICS) 

wherein the associated threats and risk factors have 

increased substantially. Security is considered to be the 

most critical facet of IIoT by assessing the financial 

loss incurred due to the breach in any aspects of 

security. Software Defined Networking (SDN), which 

is an emerging paradigm with its immense potential 

and benefits is set to substitute traditional networks. 

This research work analyses several security issues in 

SDN based IIoT environment.  Anomalies, as well as 

Signature based methods, are the two widely used 

detection mechanisms among which later focuses on 

the specific type of attacks which are mostly employed 

by intrusion detection tools like, Snort. However, 

anomaly method captures the abnormal behaviour that 

deviates from usual activities and treats them as attacks. 

Further, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is a method, 

which examines both the header and payload to detect 

intrusions especially, in recognizing integrity attacks on 

sensors and actuators that are prevalent in IIoT. The 

proposed approach uses DPI in SDN based IIoT to 

observe normal as well as abnormal patterns of an 

industrial process which is not well explored in the 

literature. Based on the aforementioned analysis, a 

theoretical framework to counter the integrity attacks 

and untimely data in SDN based IIoT is proposed and 

developed.  
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1. Introduction 

The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which is now 

termed as Industry 4.0 has advanced from Industrial 

Control Systems (ICS). It is a critical domain with 

crucial implications and deals with an extensive range 

of industries thereby playing a significant role in global 

economy. With an immense amount of scaling, 

heterogeneity and technologies involved, the most 

challenging tasks for IIoT are data integrity and 

confidentiality. Criminals and disgruntled employees 

can compromise security through various attacks that 

cause disruptto manufacturing operations, data theft 

and Denial of Service (DoS). 

There are many risk detection mechanisms 

such as security policies, digital certificates and 

firewall. However, these modes are applied in 

conventional networks for authentication and access 

control. None of the aforementioned mechanisms 

viewmodification in the payloadthat is confronted 

either intentionally or unintentionallyas a threat. This is 

a critical security aspect encountered inside a 

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

network. In addition, the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) in 

the SCADAdoes not make any impact on the above-

specified approaches. SCADA, a control system within 

ICS is generally the standard employed in industries 

and it is vulnerable to attacks, as incidents such as 

Stuxnet has reiterated the fact that security is the 

furthermost vital feature in IIoT [1][2]. 

 Herein, Software Defined Networking (SDN) 

approach is used as a platform for the industrial 

network infrastructure instead of the traditional 

network. SDN provides a centralized controller 

decoupling the data and control planes. It has superior 

characteristics over existing network in dynamic 

network configuration, drastic improvement on 

resilience, scalability, performance and dependability 

with reduced Capex (Capital expenditure) and Opex 

(Operational expenditure) [3]. 

 Among existing methods of detecting intrusions 

Anomaly and Signature are the most common methods. 

The pitfall of the Signature method is it can detect only 

known attacks and though the false positive rate is 

higher in Anomaly method, with suitable mechanisms 

the normal behaviour specifiedwithin some well-

defined bounds reduce the false alarmspredominately 

[4]. At present, intrusion detection tools such as Snort 

employ signature method and there is no such tool 

available for its anomaly counterpart.  

 Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is employed for 

analysing a packet and finds its application in ways 

such as intrusion detection, traffic billing, and load 

balancing.The core of this paper is to develop a 

framework to implement security features from the 

existing IIoT structure. Section 2 summarises some of 
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the most relevant works. Section 3 provides the 

proposed framework and workflow while Section 4 the 

secure aspects of the developed framework and finally 

the conclusion and further enhancements to this workin 

Section 5. 

 

2. Related Works 

Mitchell and Chen in [5] designed an IDS that utilized 

a probability model to analyse the reliability of the 

system when subjected to different behaviours of the 

attacker. The developed intrusion detection is carried 

out both at host and system level based on modelling of 

respective parameters. In [6], three components from a 

smart-grid setting are chosen based on the operating 

field it covers such as wide, neighbour and home. In 

reference to performance attributes like the number of 

packets sourced, received and dropped, rules are 

devised for these components. Characterized by these 

rules, a component tagged as trustee; supervise the 

behaviour of another component for any deviation from 

the specified rules. 

Normal patterns of important elements in a smart-

grid test-bed taking into account the protocols to be 

allowed, access-control lists and behaviour concerning 

to payload such as length, time and function code is 

created. The patterns are referred as whitelist and 

deviations from it are considered malicious. The 

developed IDS can detect external as well as internal 

attacks and is located between the Intelligent 

Embedded Device and the protocol gateway, which can 

be either a switch or router [7].   

The authors from [8], [9] extend their work by 

constructing attack states for three medical devices 

from their specification through a stochastic modelling. 

Here, deviations from the functioning of the devices in 

reference to the specification defined are measured as a 

distance measurement. Based on the distance obtained, 

the device is classified as either good or malicious [8]. 

Ntalampiras in [9] presents an ensemble model for 

detecting integrity attacks with the focus on functional 

and time repetitions by utilizing linear time invariant 

neural network models. The simulation is done in 

critical devices from a power grid setup based on IEEE 

30-bus model.  

The work by Kang [10] creates a whitelist that 

bears proper operations related to network protocols, 

Modbus/TCP application protocol and Application 

Data Unit (ADU) in a SCADA network with the data 

input from a traffic generator. The generated data pass 

through multiple filters that rely on policy-oriented 

access-control, MAC/IP address monitoring for data 

flow and function codes analysing in Modbus/TCP. 

Packet loss, which is zero percent, is the only 

performance metric mentioned with no quantitative 

data.  

Practical implementation of security features in the 

application layer of SDN is carried out through 

thefirewall as active detection method. IDS with both 

anomaly and knowledge are executed as a passive 

mode of detection. Additionally, malevolent packets 

are redirected to the honeypot and a stateful firewall is 

accomplished at the application level. However, the 

investigation is conducted at the application level 

thereby compounding overhead in communication 

between the controller and switch [11]. 

Sequential flow is pursued in a chemical reactor, 

which consists of two actuators; a valve and a pump the 

functioning of the propelled actuators aremodelled as 

states. Any flow that does not meet the state 

representation is treated as an attack. Nevertheless, only 

the actuators are taken into account and as noted by the 

author integrity attacks on sensor value are examined 

[12]. Inherent predefined string-matching algorithm in 

Snort is utilized within OpenFlow enabled 

OpenvSwitch switches along with a set of libraries that 

aids fast processing of UDP packets. The DPI in 

switches looks for an exact match of the incoming 

string. When a match is found, it will send the policy 

related to it to the log server and the application 

monitoring the log modifies the flow table so that 

subsequent strings follow the updated table. This 

policy-based detection will not work if the string is 

placed in 2 or more packets and vice versa [13].  

Statistical properties of payloads and details of the 

header are employed for traffic classification as a 

means of payload dependent technique in traditional 

networks [14]. Genetic algorithm along with n-gram 

byte frequency is used for anomaly detection in text 

processing [15] and splay filters is implemented for 

calculation of statistics in a network traffic which is 

applied as a mode of DPI related intrusion detection 

[16]. 

3. Proposed Framework and Workflow 

Figure 1 depicts the IIoT architecture with SDN as the 

backbone of the network infrastructure. Sensors and 

actuators are connected to Programmable Logic 

Controllers (PLC). Based on the data from the sensor 

the PLC drives the actuator. Each PLC communicates 

with other PLC through a switch. OpenFlow (OF) is the 

commonly used protocol in SDN for communication 

between the switch and the controller. The OF switches 

consists of flow tables consists of various entries such 

as match fields, priority, counter and instructions. The 

incoming packets compared with the match fields and 

action is taken based on the entry of the instructions. 

The counter keeps track of the number of packets.  
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Figure 1: IIoT architecture with SDN 

There are various entities match fields exercised 

such as source and destination addresses of IPv4, 

Ethernet and port addresses of TCP and UDP. Any 

unmatched field is termed as table-miss and action is 

taken based on the specific entry in the flow-table. 

Usually, the packet is either dropped or forwarded to 

the controller for further action. The OF specification 

does not check for data integrity and to achieve it, DPI 

can be implemented for analysing the payload, which is 

the data from sensor or commands to the actuator in 

IIoT and the associated timestamp. 

 

Figure 1: OpenFlow switch capturing normal behavior 

Figure 2 represents the design of the OF switch. 

The source, destination addresses, timestamp and the 

payload are extracted from the data and stored in a 

database. The whole procedure is repeated until the 

process completes.  

4. Security Aspects of the Framework 

The database now comprises of the typical behaviour of 

the industrial process for that particular application on 

which it is deployed. The proposed work monitors the 

data flow and checks for possible malicious or untimely 

data which requires immediate attention from the 

network administrator since a precise data at the wrong 

time is difficult to detect and has the same 

consequences of an attack. Prior to actual 

implementation, the network has to be thoroughly 

analysed as specific patterns of data need to be created 

for training the system to exactly discriminate the 

correct data from any discrepancies. This is achieved 

by monitoring the payload, which is in the form of 

addresses, values, and timestamp associated with each 

packet. 

 

Figure 2: Workflow of the framework 

A comprehensive structure of the network is 

created from the observed patterns that comprise of the 

network elements ranging from sensors, actuators, 

PLCs and switches. The database is formed, which 

represents all the links of the network along with their 

associated payloads. Once the database is created, 

production phase where payload, source and destination 

addresses of each packet are compared with the 

observed patterns to detect any anomalies. If an 

anomaly is detected the administrator is immediately 

notified about it.Since the frequency of the data in IIoT 

is utmost 1 Hz, to validate data from 100 sensors and 

actuators it will take about 1/100th of a second, which is 

managed with a system with decent 

specifications.Since OF protocol is open-source, DPI 

can be integrated easily into a virtual switch. Mininet, 

an open-source tool that can emulate and simulate 

network scenario with switches, virtual hosts, links and 

controllers through command line interface is utilised 

for simulation and a python script to extract payload. 

Modbus/TCP, the most commonly practised 

protocol in IIoT is employed for the communication 

between the PLC and switches.  

 

5. Conclusion 

In IIoT environment, integrity attacks on data such as 

ramp, scaling, pulse and random are decisive and the 

existing signature method stores only known attack. In 

addition, an ill-timed data, which will bring the whole 

system down cannot be identified by the signature 

method. A devaluation of any proportions to an 

organization is an economic setback, which demands 

prompt counter measures. To overcome this setback, 

keeping track of the whole process in an industrial 
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network is a viable but challenging task and has been 

examined rarely. Nevertheless, as described with 

suitable techniques and refinements, it can be 

accomplished with the existing setup. SDN is likely to 

supersede the traditional networks and hence employed 

in this work. Some of the potential improvements are a) 

Seeking alternate methods to extract and store 

information, b) To parallelize the packet capture for 

data intensive applicationsand c) To validate the 

algorithm with a dataset from real-time application. 
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